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Introduction
• The facility layout problem studies the relationship between function and form.
However, to make it easier to solve, constraints are placed on the shape,
making it difficult to study this relationship.
• What can we learn about function and form if we remove the shape
constraints?
• Three questions and three experiments to answer them:
1. How does facility shape affect optimal solutions?
2. What shapes result from different flow matrices?
3. How does the objective function affect the facility’s shape?
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How do operational patterns affect facility shapes?
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How do different objective functions affect facility shape?
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Set of techniques for representation, quantification and interpretation of spatial
configuration in buildings [1].
Basic approach to a Space Syntax analysis [2]:
1. Define spatial units – locations/departments.
2. Define spatial relations among those units – adjacency.
3. Construct a graph of the facility in terms of each spatial relation.
4. Define spatial metrics to be computed from the spatial relation graphs – depth.
5. Compute the values of the spatial metrics.

SINGLE OBJECTIVE

How does changing facility shape affect optimal solutions?

What is Space Syntax?
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Conclusions
A framework for analyzing the relationship between function and form in facility layout design using principles of Space Syntax was proposed.
There is a significant relationship between objective function value and shape.
There are important correlations between the operational characteristics of a department and the spatial characteristics of its final location within the facility.
Different structures in the flow matrix (different operational patterns) manifest themselves spatially in different ideal facility shapes.
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